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You Can Express Love’s Fohat
Discourse — June 28, 2023
 The keynote Thoughtform of this Conclave is captured in 
the image of an Akashic Crystal White Fire Eagle as an expression 
of the Conscious Cosmic Christ Command: Fiat Lux! “Let there 
be Light!”  The first of the Five Secret Rays, it is the Life Force 
of Akasha, the Fohat of Love’s Lightning. As an expression of 
the totality of All of God, Love goes forth from the Heart of your 
Presence and the Power of Fohat spills over and out of the Great 
Central Sun. The underlying premise of this cycle is to draw your 
attention to more of the Powers of your own Beloved Mighty 
I AM Presence for the necessary purification and re-acceleration 
of your bodies. The Ascended Masters will work with you to 
produce an elevation of your consciousness through the Christ 
Presence, the Causal Presence, and the Electronic Body so that 
you will be able to have an almost instantaneous response to 
your calls when the right conditions have been established in 
your life. Love’s Fohat will be entrusted to your lifestream when 
you master your four lower bodies. You will feel it intuitively as 
your God Control builds and you feel the lightning-like Fohat 
permeate and saturate your forcefield and respond to your calls.
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Invoke the Charge of Light of your Presence 
The Maha Chohan — June 28, 2023
 As your own God Presence releases the Fohat of the 
Mind of God, this Charge of Light allows the Altar of your Heart 
to be a foundation upon which your God Presence can take God 
Command with the Christ Light. The unfolding of the Heart Flame 
prepares the Chalice so at the appointed hour of need you will have 
that greater Momentum come forth on the instant. This can only 
occur when you have disciplined your vehicles so you can receive 
the Divine Truth of Illumination. When you have the Peace and 
Harmony of God within your consciousness, your Threefold Flame 
can enter into its rightful Dominion. That Divine Memory etched 
upon the screen of your life in Akasha, builds a glorious Coil of 
Light carrying your vehicles into the expressions of the Most High. 
These moments in time in the Charge of the Light of your Presence 
are the stepping stones to your Ascension. Your Presence desires to 
build these Divine Momentums of Christhood. The Maha Chohan 
charges you with the Responsibility to make each event of this 
Conclave a new opportunity to build your Momentum and Charge 
of Light to transform your life in the fulfillment of God Love!
 
You Are the Firstborn of The Great I AM
Discourse — June 29, 2023
 Come as we celebrate the restoration of your Divine 
Birthright as the Firstborn of The Great I AM! Understand that 
you now have a more powerful way of working toward change 
by releasing Currents of Electronic Light, the Fohat of Love’s 
Lightning, as well as Rays of Light.  The Ascended Masters often 
portrayed the relationship of each Individual Presence to the 
Most High in their literary works, giving us examples of how the 
Attributes and Powers of this Fohat can manifest in action. Your 
Mighty I AM Presence stands in the Great Central Sun commanding 
this Lightning to go forth. When you are faced with a challenging 
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situation, forge your connection with your Electronic Body, gaze 
into the face of your Presence, and give the call. See the Rays of 
Light and Currents of Liquid Light Substance flowing back down 
to completely fill in the outer appearance with a Dazzling White 
Fire as you take charge as a Firstborn Son or Daughter of The Great 
I AM.

Call Forth the Solar Devas to Fulfill Your Fiery Destiny!
Zarathustra — June 29, 2023
 The Ruby Fire of your own Heart Flame can establish 
a Chalice through which the Solar Devas will establish their 
Momentums. As you begin to understand how to issue the 
Command that calls upon the Fiat Lux of your Presence to bring 
about Patterns of God Reality, you will connect with a glorious 
Body of God Consciousness that will bring about the Fullness of 
God Good for the entire Earth!  In order to instruct you in how to 
make the best use of the Oriflamme Chalice, Zarathustra stands in 
its midst, calling upon the Solar Devas to enter into your affairs and 
the affairs of the world. Daily you are the filled with the Charge 
and Vibration of the Light of the Christ. Through your practice and 
discipline, you have the opportunity to clear the way for the many 
to adopt High Ideals in their outer vehicles as they begin to excel 
in vibration. As you gain Mastery and Attainment, you need not go 
outside of yourself to find solutions to the situations of life — for 
all Divine Direction is given forth by the Mind of God within. 

Your Presence Wields the Power of Fohat
Discourse — June 29, 2023 
 Your Mighty I AM Presence is the Lord of the Lightning 
in Command of the Fohat of Love. These are the Liquid Light 
Currents which exist in the Nirvanic Plane and in your Electronic 
Body. All this potential can be triggered and released in an instant 
into any outer appearance that is less than Perfection. It is the 
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Office of each one’s Mighty I AM Presence to perform the ultimate 
Service of projecting the Ascension Coil from the Electronic Body 
to accelerate the vehicles from below. As Living Lightning, it goes 
into a Fiery Whirlwind Action that latches onto every atom, cell, 
and electron of all of your bodies and transforms them into the 
same Energy and Vibration as the Electronic Body. Our service 
to the world is to elevate this awareness of the unique Identity 
of every Electronic Body and hold that up as the best Good that 
all of mankind on Earth can aspire to realize for themselves. 
The Omnipotence of your Presence as the Firstborn of The 
Great I AM gives it the ultimate Power and Authority over not 
only the created Universe, but also over the Great Central Sun.

Seize the Opportunity of Your Own Coming-To-Be
Discourse — June 30, 2023
 You are the outpost of your own Mighty I AM Presence. 
Right now, as you breathe in and out, your Presence is Coming-To-
Be along the River of Life that is your own Crystal Cord. You have 
the golden opportunity to engage with your Presence in the co-
creative process, creating and re-creating not only Purification and 
Transmutation, but Regeneration, Resurrection, and ultimately, 
the Ascension. Through your Calls and your Devotions, the Light 
is being consciously magnetized around you, and the Radiation 
of that Light is beginning to fill your world and expand within 
every cell of your four lower bodies. You can have an unbroken, 
sustained Momentum of this Light flowing from your Presence. 
This can happen because you conserve that Light, and you are 
meticulously mindful of where your thoughts are allowed to fixate, 
where your emotions are allowed to fixate, and you hold in check 
the appetites of your physical body. Focus upon the Perfection of 
your Presence coming forth and hold that Light as the Fiat Lux 
flowing forth into your realm of creativity, flushing out unreality. 
Your outer self and your inner God Presence can reunite to become 
One in the overshadowing of your Holy Christ Presence!
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If You Were an Elohim, What Would You Command?
Elohim Surya — June 30, 2023
 Surya asks you a series of questions pertaining to what 
you might do as a practicing Elohim. For example, He asks: “What 
would you command? What would you call forth?  What other 
God Qualities might you desire?” As He himself answers each 
question, He provides you with in-depth Instruction on increasing 
your Mastery and Attainment. Surya reminds you of all that you 
have available — your I AM Presence, the Entire Spirit of the 
Brotherhood of Light, the Great Central Sun, the great Currents 
of Okeanos, the Golden Helicon, the Violet Flame River, and the 
Emerald Ray streaming forth in the Divine Matrix by Cyclopea’s 
Vision. You also have the Freedom to invoke the Light of your 
Presence and to be aided by the Ascended and Cosmic Beings, 
especially the Elohim, to change the course of your life and the 
course of nations — and to manifest a Golden Age! Fulfill the Law 
of Octaves by elevating your consciousness into your Causal Body 
Presence. Remember God’s Sons and Daughters in your Calls. The 
Golden Age is on its way, and you can assist!  Have God Joy, for 
you can be charged with the Light, Fire, and Momentum of God! 
The Light of God never fails! Believe it!

The Action of the Solar Devas
Discourse — June 30, 2023
 The Great Solar Devas embody the Elemental Forces of 
Fohat, the highest of the Secret Rays and the first Life Force that 
subsequently branches out into the others. In giving the Decree 
I AM the Violet Flame, you have already been invoking the 
intersession of these Solar Devas in their action as the Elementals 
of this primal, all-encompassing Force of God Love that can create 
and un-create, especially in dissolving discord. While the Violet, 
the Mercy, and the Electric Purple-Blue Flames are variations of 
this All-Consuming Flame of Love, the most intense of all is the 
Fohatic Action of the Mighty Maxin Flame as invoked in the Decree. 
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This is the action of the Solar Devas coming into manifestation. 
Each cell of their bodies is a roaring furnace exploding with the 
super solar force of the Sun-Behind-the-Sun as vitality that was 
stepped down from the Higher Realms of the Nirvanic World and 
of the Great Central Sun. Remember that your I AM Presence is 
the Lord of these Solar Devas. Call to Elohim Surya, Kronos, and 
Rheia, and to the Elemental Hierarchs Zeus and Tara, because they 
work with the Solar Devas and can send them into your world. 

Love Is the Force that Both Creates and Disintegrates
Discourse — July 1, 2023
 Because Love comes forth first, the underpinnings of all 
of creation and creativity are due to the Power of Love, executed 
by the Elemental Force of Fohat. Fohat in its most intense energy is 
part of the superior outpouring of Love spilling over, flowing into, 
and affecting Life and Light. Fohat is a living force engendered 
by Will. The Force of Fohat is a dual action that can both create 
and un-create. By your issuing of The Constant Conscious Cosmic 
Christ Command, the primal Monad of Love can be unfolded and 
sent forth to perform Service. You assign that Love what it is to 
accomplish by giving it the thoughtform of the outcome that you 
wish to achieve — its end result as a blessing to life. The expression 
of Fohat can supersede the outer Laws of Nature, making this 
Power of Fohat greater than all other powers in Nature. Remember 
that your I AM Presence can transcend these Laws of Nature for 
you in relation to your Divine Plan and bring things into physical 
manifestation in answer to your Calls.

True Liberty Is Attainable for You
Saint Germain — July 1, 2023
 Saint Germain instructs you on Liberty, on Freedom, and 
on what is truly available to you as you become the Christ. He reveals 
how glorious it is to see the Victories of your accomplishments 
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that result from your Initiations and cycles. Write down and record 
these Victories for yourself. True Liberty is attainable, and every 
moment is an opportunity to overcome some limitation! If Freedom 
is not present in your life, if you are not emanating the Liberty to 
express your True Identity, then daily scrutinize what is holding 
your attention. Discipline your vehicles to chart your Divine 
Destiny in Purity, absorb the God Qualities from your Presence, 
and allow the Christ Virtues to be your guiding principles. Keep 
the Guard Consciousness! You must protect Freedom’s Flame. 
When you invoke the Violet Flame and Ruby Fire, remember to 
call for the transmutation of existing records that would keep you 
and future generations from understanding the Truth of Identity 
as the I AM Presence.  Hold the guiding principles of the Manus 
inviolate upon your Heart. Express the Truth of your Identity as the 
I AM Presence in all your affairs! Stand in the Flame, be the Flame, 
and exhibit that Flame!

The Action of Divine Love
Discourse — July 2, 2023
 This week we are working on the God Control of Love’s 
Lightning, the in-breath action of the Maxin Flame focused by the 
Solar Devas. You can best appreciate these actions by rising into the 
Buddhic Realm where the I AM pulsation of your Heart envelopes the 
totality of that Plane. There you can observe the interaction of the Sun-
Behind-the-Sun with the Earth as it engenders a great Ocean Stream 
flow into the Earth. Envision this Ocean Stream branching out and 
continually diversifying, reaching into and giving life to every cell of 
the physical body. Then in answer to your calls, the Action of the Solar 
Devas can be amplified and multiplied, initiating God in Action as an 
Activity of Love that finds a way to accomplish its purpose.



The Divine Service of the Ruby Fire 
Elohim Rheia — July 2, 2023
 All that you require naturally flows forth from The One 
as God Love. The harnessing of that Love is the Mastery of the 
Threefold Action of the Heart, exercised by the Ruby Fire, which 
you must draw into a single focus of Divine Intent to dissipate all 
substance of human creation. It will be gone as though it never 
existed, for indeed it does not exist when the Flame of God is present. 
Purify your consciousness to allow the Mind of God to be present, 
to hold to the Purity and Perfection that will bring about God Good. 
Then you will understand how magnificent is the Opportunity to be 
in incarnation wearing the Christ Garments of Light and fulfilling 
the Fiery Destiny of your own Mighty I AM Presence! You can 
become a living Christ example — the Fullness of the Perfection and 
Love, Light and Momentum of God, anchoring a Momentum fueled 
by your own God Presence, assisted by the Momentum of every 
Ascended and Cosmic Being as the Allness of God pouring forth.
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We Are Here to Assist You in Bringing Forth 
Patterns of God Good
Goddess of Liberty — July 4, 2023
 You are not removed from the Activity you have called 
forth. At your command, the Rays of Light go forth, your Mighty 
I AM Presence holds the Charge and Momentum of the God 
Quality being established, and the Threefold Flame of your Heart 
pours that same Momentum into your own outer vehicles. Within 
your own consciousness of the Mind of God, Patterns of Purity and 
Perfection begin to play out in your daily life. Because you had 
the presence of mind to call forth a particular Momentum to bless 
some part of life, you discover you too have been greatly blessed 
by that Momentum. And all who serve God in Life who possess a 
gift to benefit what you have called forth will rush to assist you, 
especially when your call includes every Son and Daughter of God 
and those at inner levels waiting to re-embody to complete their 
work.

Acropolis Sophia 
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Live Life for the Love of God
El Morya — July 7, 2023 
            Cosmic Law is impersonal to the highest degree, but 
the Divine Plan for your lifestream is individualized for you by 
your own Mighty I AM Presence. The Will of God for your destiny 
will always be unique, for you carry the historical record of the 
lives you have lived, good and bad. You are in the process of 
both transmuting negative karma and bringing forth God Good. 
Having studied at Acropolis Sophia, you have a memory of the 
Light flowing forth from Ascended and Cosmic Beings to draw 
upon to bring forth that God Good. There is no intercessor between 
you and your Mighty I AM Presence in the communion with the 
Threefold Flame of your Heart. Any assistance by an Ascended 
or Cosmic Being is at the behest of and in conjunction with your 
Mighty I AM Presence. Nothing occurs in your life without the 
awareness of your God Presence!

The Tone of Love
Discourse — July 9, 2023
 Fohat is the expression of the outpouring of the Divine 
Love that comes forth from the Heart of the Great Central Sun. 
It is an expression of God Love that fills the mental, emotional, 
and etheric bodies, affording them more God Control. Primal 
Being in the Great Central Sun is the highest frequency of Love, 
known as the Tone of Love, which engenders all lesser frequencies 
and expressions. Thus, the Action of Love is All-Consuming, 
ultimately merging everything back into the Primal Being from 
which it originally flowed forth. As you expand your consciousness 
and make room for God in understanding who you are, you will be 
preparing your chalice to receive and release this Lightning Love 
of God in Action. 
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Commune with My Flame!
Zeus — July 9, 2023
              There must be Constancy within your world to build the 
foundation from which to leap in consciousness on the instant into 
Akasha! When you have sufficient Purity and allow the Vibration of 
God to come forth, anchoring more of your Mighty I AM Presence, 
your Presence can fill your chalice with all you have dreamed would 
come forth in your life. Really and truly your Mighty I AM Presence 
charts your Destiny, producing the Momentums and Vibrations 
you have establish. You will have many Victories, for every erg of 
energy you charge with the Love of God will victoriously anchor 
the Love of your Mighty I AM Presence in your world. When your 
Presence desires to bring forth a mode of God Identity through 
your vehicles, it issues forth from your Presence as Fiat Lux and 
flows forth upon the Fohat issued by your Presence. You too have 
the ability to call forth Fiat Lux and establish a Momentum of 
Coming-to-Be your Presence deems necessary.

Carry the Tone of the Music of the Spheres into the Earth 
Goddess of Music — July 16, 2023
          Establishing Peace and Harmony within your emotional 
body allows your mental, physical, and memory bodies to maintain 
the Divine Flow of the Energy of God so all within you flows with 
the full rhythmic outpouring of the Mighty I AM Presence. In the 
Realm of Akasha, the Light of God is translated into an Intonation 
and Vibration that reverberates in your lower bodies as a keynote 
expression of the Great Central Sun, your Presence, or an Ascended 
Master. These tones play upon the cells of your physical body and 
allow you to ride their current into the Heart of an Ascended Master 
or your Presence. Your Harmony and Love for God must be firmly 
maintained in each plane of consciousness for your Presence to 
establish the Tone it desires, for it to send forth the Music of the 
Spheres intended to uplift the consciousness of the masses into God 
Reality.




